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Dale R . Eggen

YOUR

URGENT

ATTENTION

EDITOR FOR TELL REQUIRED
Starting January/February Issue 1985

We have been extremely fortunate to have had Henry as
our Editor . However, Henry only committed to two years
which comes to an end the last of this year.

If you are interested or know of someone who would make
a good editor, please drop a line to

C
0

	

Dave Durham

	

Office Phone:
N

	

104 North Main Street

	

(716) 394-5335
T

	

Canadaigua

	

Home Phone:
A

	

New York

	

14424

	

(716) 394-2775
C
T

EVERYONE -- PLEASE NOTE THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS MATTER

NO VOLUNTEER, NO TELL

In trying to make every volunteer ' s efforts not over
burdensome, we are constantly having " division of labor "
discussions .

	

In this regard, the Society would like to
move in a direction of a Managing Editor who would help
build a small TELL editorial organization .

	

Dave, in this
re g ard, is nutting together a list of past and potential
authors to provide a resource basis for the new editor.

ALSO -- Still No Volunteer for Advertising Manager

We badly need someone to take on these responsibilities.
Inquiries to myself, Dale Eggen, P . O . Box 75849.
Washington, D .C . 20013 .
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NOMINATING COMMITTEE ELECTION SLATE 	 BIOGRAPHIES OF CANDIDATES

For PRESIDENT : Charles J . LaBlonde . Career Air Force Officer,
currently assigned to Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts.
First Secretary of A .H .P .S- in 1975, later the
Chairman of the Postal History Study Group.
Special interests are Geneva postal history and
all types of cancels . Award winning exhibitor
and author in U .S ., U .K ., and Switzerland.

For VICE PRESIDENT : Robert Travis Clarke . Age 46 . Graduated
from University of Oklahoma in 1959 with B .S.
Degree in Geology . Also received an M .S . (1961)
and Ph .D . (1963) in polynology, the study of
fossil spores and pollen . Responsible for
exploration training coordination for Mobil Oil
in Dallas . Began to actively collect Swiss
stamps in 1950 . Was involved with merger of
S .A .S .S . and the Helvetia Society (N .J .) . Was
Treasurer of A .H .P .S . until 1979, then took over
printing of TELL in about 1980.

For SECRETARY : Richard T . Hall . Age 46, married, 2 sons. Stamp
collector for 35 years, member A .H .P .S . since 1977.
Incumbent Secretary/Librarian . Author of monthly
column, " The Alpine Album, " in Stamp Collector.
Swiss specialties : 20th Century mint plus covers
and cancellations, commemorative and special
flight covers, World War II soldier stamps.
Other collecting interests : British Empire, 20th
Century France and United States, 1948 German
Buildings Series.

For TREASURER : Frank Young . Has been A .H .P .S . Treasurer since
1979, succeeding Bob Clarke . Commenced
collecting Swiss stamps in the early 60s, when
wife, Heidy, brought her collection from
Switzerland, started as a youth . Also collects
bird topicals and U .S . Was co-chairman of
General Herkimer Council, Boy Scouts Stamp
Committee that was successful in getting
Bicentennial commemorative stamp (Scott 1722)
issued, with first day ceremony at Herkimer.
Member A .P .S ., commercial bank branch manager.

For EASTERN REGIONAL DIRECTOR : Rudy Schaelchli . Incumbent, no
biography submitted.

For CENTRAL REGIONAL DIRECTOR : Bill Lucas . No biography
submitted.

For WESTERN REGIONAL DIRECTOR : John B . Ballard, Sr . Age 63,
father of 3 and grandfather of 5! Interested in
Swiss philately for 35 years after long ago
becoming disenchanted with collecting U .S.
Actively owns and manages own insurance agency
and has been a Phoenix insurance agent for over
30 years . Attended University of Arizona prior
to serving 5 years in U .S . Navy before and during
World War II .
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NOW HEAR THIS...
FROM mA AHPS SALES CIRCUITMANAGER

At long last, and after much delay (illness on my part and a few
other reasons beyond my control) the AHPS Sales Circuit Division is
alive and well and ready to start up again . Aside from the sales
circuit manager, only one major change has taken place . . .rather than
operating on a seasonal basis as in the past and shutting down during
the summer months, the operation will be continuous throughout the
year.

During the past few months we have heard from quite a number of mem-
bers . Some made submissions of sales circuit books . . .some requested
sales circuits . . .and one "demanded" ten "free" blank sales books . I
guess it takes all kinds, but we are now ready to satisfy the requests
of most of our members.

First of all we need material to circulate and sell . Three types of
AMPS circuit books are available : 1 - for single stamps, 2 - for
blocks of four or seta, 3 - for covers and cards . These are priced
at 3 for $1.00 until present stock is exhausted . This price barely
covers the cost of postage . All existing rules for sellers are valid
at this time and a copy will be enclosed with every circuit book order.
For those of you mho have sales circuit books but need rules, please
submit a SASE, and we will send a copy . All philatelic material must
be sent via registered or insured mail covered for the full value.

Direct all submissions ana correspondence to:

George O. Gutöhrlein
AHPS Circuit Sales Manager
P. O. Box 2222
Redwood City, CA94064

In the next issue of TELL we will incorporate the Circuit Participation
Form for completion by all prospective buyers . We are open to any and
all suggestions, so please do not hesitate to write.
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-Cover : Is this a genuine overprint or is it a fake? Well, as
a matter of fact, the experts disagreed : Dr . Enzo Diena, the
well-sought juror, expert, author etc .etc . from Rome had it
signed as authentic, but Mr . Max Hertsch from Zumstein said NO,
NO, it's not the real McCoy, as 99% of all other unused ones
on the market . And it is obviously the American market I am
concerned with since this set with the "thin" IKW overprint is
widely offered by dealers and auctions, signed or unsigned,
but always offered as the genuine article . So, a little back-

reading seemed to be in order after I got involved in the above case . The
article is on page 149 and I am afraid most of you owners of mint sets of
this series are not going to like it . Just don't take it out on me, I wasn't
there, back in the 18th and 19th . ..

-The philatelic arm of the Swiss PTT is modernizing its image . The ancient and,
for that matter, very difficult to translate term WERTZEICHEN has given way
to the more timely PHILATELIE.

Talk
to
me!

- Felix Ganz resumes
his exhaustive study
of the 20th century
Swiss postal mar-
kings with this is-
sue . Part 89(!) of
modern town straight-
lines starts on
page 166, but read
his preface first
on the preceding
page.

—Member Ken Barlow is involved

	

-LETTER TO THE EDITOR

with the Canadian show PIPEX-85
and he is looking for some
HELVETIA/LIECHTENSTEIN exhibits.
Hereafter their press release:

PIPEX 85 - the 1985 show of the
Northwest Federation of Stamp
Clubs - will be held at the
Sheraton - Landmark Hotel, 1400
Robson Street, Vancouver, B .C .,
from June 7-9, 1985 inclusive.
The Grand Award winner of this
National Level show will be eli-
gible to compete in the APS
Champion of Champions Show.
Over twenty dealers from the USA
and Canada will be in attendance.
The show will be sponsored by the
North Shore Stamp Club, Delta
Stamp Club, and the British
Columbia Philatelic Society.
Copies of the official prospec-
tus and entry form will be avail-
able soon from the address below.
For these, or for further info,
write to PIPEX 85 at P0B 2356,
Vancouver, B .C ., Canada, V6B 3W5 .

NOT A CLOUD IN THE SKY?

On page 99 of the May/June issue,
a sentence reads " no other clouds
have appeared on publicity cancels
since . " with reference to the with-
drawal of the design first used
in VILLARS-SUR-OLLON . Could those
little puffs and wisps of angel ' s
breath be what makes like a cloud
on four later designs . . .? Suggest
you check K385 NEUENKIRCH, K707
GRENGIOLS, K892 PESEUX and K900
WALKRINGEN . . . all versions placed
in service with " zip codes " .

Leben Sie wohl!

I guess I should have kept my mouth
shut! Thanks for the good piece of
research . -- As time is short, this
will also serve as official acknow-
ledgment of receipt of $1 .00 as you
requested for your mini-ad . Your note
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to the treasurer is very cute! It reminded me of the lovely story about that
white guy from suburbia who once tried to fool a talking scale at Chicago 's
railroad station by borrowing the feathered headdress from a Sioux chieftain.
At the end, nothing was changed, except that the scale told him that with
his fooling around he had missed the train in the meantime . . . As an old pro
in the Graphic Arts you know how to do a cast-off as well as I do . So, what':
the beef? The average mini-ad line length I have been using since months is
65 characters and each member gets 4 of these lines free per year . Your text
came to about 155 characters = 3 lines, no matter how you slice it, x 2 in-
sertions is 6 lines, minus 4 lines free = 2 lines $ 50z = $1 .00. The fact
that I indented yours was in no way to cheat you out of a free line, your
text simply arrived in the last minutes of closing and it was the only way to
accommodate you without opening the pages again . . I hope my answer is satis -
factory, but in case you are hurting, let me know and I will place an appeal
for a donation to make up for that buck of yours . . . Gee, I think I just about
spent $1 in carbon ribbon to write all this!

A bientot!

R EVI EWS

SPEZI ; SpezialsammlungenSchweiz, Bulletin #III . May 1984. By P . Meier and
T. Diggelmann . 80 pages, in German . Subtitle (translated) : I Collect Plate

Flaws, Retouches, and Varieties from the Rotogravure Issues of Switzerland.
Basel : Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin AG, Freiestrasse 93, 4001 Basel, Switzerland.
Price: ? (assume same as previous two volumes, i .e. 9 sFr . + postage .)

As we see elsewhere in this issue of TELL under the Standing Helvetia head-

ing, all printings, no matter what level of quality control is applied, are
subject to technical and material flaws, as well as to manmade slips . Al-
though Courvoisier SA, the main supplier to the Swiss PTT for out-of-house
produced stamps, has a world-wide reputation for being a few steps ahead of
the pack when it comes to skill and care, this volume III under review takes
you step-by-step thru the printing operations and demonstrates with many
illustrations where even that printer produces sometimes less than perfect
material . -- The chapters, among others, cover such topics as - Printing
process of a gravure web press - Makeready - Register control - Knife and
its problems (a major source of trouble in gravure printing of this modern
device which replaced the wiping rags of the old times to scrape off all
ink residues from the printing cylinder's surface) - Toning - Cylinder re-
placement - Characteristics of gravure paper - Gravure ink - Ink shades -

Varieties from xyz sources - Picking as a result of insufficient evaporation
of the ink solvents etc . etc . plus a couple of addendi to vol . I and II.

Excellent compilation, highly recommended, will keep you busy for many a
night looking over the stamps in you own collection for these varieties.
Should be considered by our board for translation and reproduction in future
TELLs, but with illustrations this time . . .

	

HRatz
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THE SAD STORY OF THE EN OVERPRINTS
By Henry Ratz

- The back-of-the-book section of Switzerland starts in most catalogs (Scott
being one exception) with two overprint sets, issued during 1918, to be used
by The Federal Department for Economic Affairs, or, specifically, its In-
dustrial War Economy section . The two sets are generally referred to as the
IKW sets with thin and thick overprints . Just for the record, but not
essential to the following, it should be mentioned that a third set was prepared
for the same offices but was never issued, as that grim war had reached the
end. Apparently, only a hundred sample copies have reached the market.

Whereas the thick overprint set appears to be by and large (with few excep-

tion) quite kosher, history has not given that same clean bill-of-health to
the stamps with the thin overprint . There is plenty of reason for that, as

we shall see later . It comes therefore as no surprise that today most cata-
logs contain some sort of "warning label" . The one from The Amateur Collec-

tor Ltd. by Mr. Katcher reads as follows:

"Note : The majority of Nos . 1-8 (but not 3a) on the market in mint con-
dition are private reprints made with the same letter-type and in the
same printing works as the originals, from which they are practically
impossible to distinguish . Our prices are for copies with Experts'
Guarantee Fiark. Copies without guarantee marks are available et 25%
of the above prices ."

Auf der Mar's past Helvetia catalog read:

"The majority of Nr . 1-B (not Nr . 3a) on the market in * condition are

of private origin, re-overprinted with the same letter-type and in the
same printing office as the originals . Only specialised experts can dis-
tinguish these overprints . Prices for * and ** only for copies signed Z ."

The latest catalog by the same outfit, actually produced by Marken-Müller,
mentions nothing in this respect . Neither does, for that matter, our

ever-so-helpful Scott catalog. The Michel catalog contains their familiar [FALSCH]
(forged) symbol . The regular annual Zumstein catalog says : (translated)

. Watch out for the many overprint forgeries on the market, which in-
clude all double prints, all inverted and assorted overprints ."

But -- as expected -- the most information you'll find in the Zumstein Spe-
zialkatalog : (translated)

" The above prices are valid for stamps with the genuine overprint and
our Guarantee mark on the back . Most Nr. 3s and other better values on
the market contain forged overprints! These fake overprints were also
used for philatelic frankings on improperly obtained official covers.

Nr . 12 I was never issued . The total order of 4000 copies was sold with
the rest of the remainder stock.

The thin overprint, first issued on August 6 (1918), was replaced by a
first delivery on September 3 of the thick overprint . Subsequent prin-
tings of the thin overprint, produced from a new press form by an emp-
loyee of the same print shop on demand by third parties, are forgeries.
So are all inverted 20 Cts on 25 Cts . overprints (Z151) originating
from the same manufacturer.

A detailed study with reproductions of the original 25up press form, of
the so-called Postal Museum prints, as well as the one of the forgeries
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can be found in the BBZ (Berner Briefmarken Zeitung) 1943, pp . 51ff,
136ff, and 1944, pp . 5ff and 12ff.

Of Nr . 1-15 only those stamps can be considered incontestably and gen-

uinely used that can be found on mail actually posted between July 23,
1918 and May 15, 1919 inclusive and carrying either a rubber stamp or
cornercard of the IKW or one of its sections.

Overprint varieties : broken letters, thinned or thickened letters.

Copies of the 7 Cts . value with thick overprint (Nr . 11) exist with the
overprint on the back of the stamps . Such copies were produced with the
original press form, however, an private demand . Double and inverted

overprints are forgeries ."

As you can see from all this language the word is Caution! Judging by the
frequency of appearance of this set in this country there is a fair amount
of them floating around, or, as I suspect, new ones keep coming from Europe,
destined for the not-so-sophisticated Yankee collector with the big wads
of money . If you have to have this set in your album just remember some of
the above language : It would not make much sense to go on a blind date and
bid something like 66% of catalog at an auction when you can get the same
stuff from Mr . Katcher at 25% of his catalog prices . Likewise, don't look
for bargains even among signed sets, if for all practical purposes only one
control mark is guaranteed, i .e . the one from Zumstein . That is not to say
that all signed stamps are fakes, but at today's high labor cost you'll find
that more and more experts will be reluctant to give you an opinion at an
affordable price, as this set requires painstaking tedious effort to sepa-
rate the wheat from the chaff. It appears that this is one of the few
circumstances in life where you are faced with no, or at least, very little

options available . Sounds a bit monopolistic? Maybe, but let's find out how
we got into this current; predicament:

Most research regarding the issues under discussion was conducted by two
gentlemen . First, by a certain Mr. Auberson who tackled the subject within
months of the first issuance of these sets and published his findings in
several issues of the BBZ during 1919 . Second, by Mr . Hertsch, sen ., the
farther of the current owner of Zumstein, who published his analysis as sta-
ted above in two issues of the BBZ during 1943 and 1944.

While Mr. Auberson's main concern first was to prove that these two sets

were indeed the first Swiss Service stamps and to dispel all allegations
(coming from some corners in the stamp press) that they were not officials
but private issues rather . Reading his concise exposé there was little doubt
left after his report.

The foundation for the issuance of these first officials was laid on April
23,1909, when the Federal Council decreed that henceforth such Dept . as Fi-
nance, Customs, and Alcohol would no longer buy stamps from the postoffice.
Instead, the franking of the mail would be turned over to the postoffice on
the premises (parliament building in Bern) . The cost would have to be re-
corded on a daily basis and charged to the various branches on a monthly
basis . In order to catch a specific mail run all mail had to be at the
counter 30 minutes prior to the departure of the courier . These new regu-
lations became effective January 1, 1910 and based on a recommendation by
the Dept . of Finance they were made mandatory for all federal govt . branches.
For those offices not located within the parliament compound the same rules

applied with the difference that their mail would have to be deposited at
the PO nearest to them.

While the new system had its advantages, it certainly had its share of draw-
backs. Bottlenecks at the counters were common, severe traffic and routing
delays frequent, bookkeeping and paper control work for the PO a nightmare,
after all there were 70 different administrative divisions involved!
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For the IKW the situation was especially serious, as their offices were
located all over town (some even in other cities) . Frequent trips to the
POs, urgent mail that missed important mail departures etc . etc . As a result,

the IKW approached the Dept . of Finance on June 2O, 1918 in order to seek

relief from the current confining regulations and to allow this division

to frank their own mail again . At the same time they requested stamps that
would bear their divisional name printed over the face of regular issues.

Permission was granted on June 22, 1918 under one condition : That no impro-

per use of the overprinted stamps would be allowed . Subsequently the IKW

and the Postal Administration worked out a plan for the production and
delivery of these stamps.

Printing and delivery

The printing contract for the overprint was awarded by the Postal Adminis-
tration to the print shop Stolz in Bern and the first delivery to the IKW
of July 25, as well as the second of August 1, 1918, were made through the

PTT's Stamp Control arm ("Wertzeichenkontrolle" or "Control des Estampilles").
Subsequently it was arranged that for future orders the IKW would pick up

the necessary sheets of stamps (in sealed packages) to be overprinted at the
PTT headquarter, take them to the printer directly, who in turn would deliver

them directly to the IKW as soon as printed . The reason for this switch in

operating procedure was justified on the basis that it would simplify the
workflow. As history proved later, there was more to this . As a matter of
fact, people at the stamp control office did not think much of these over-

prints, never considered them as part of their responsibility and conse-
quently managed to arrange things in a way that they would not be involved,

or at least, as little as possible . For them, it was a "private" deal, just
like the many private imprints one could order from the PTT at that time

on company stationery on a minimum-quantity-basis.

However, the ever-watchful eye of Big Brother, in this case the Dept . of
Finance, did not like what they saw and by the end of March 1919 ordered the

process to be reversed back to its original setup, which put the stamp cont-
rol office in charge to act as middleman between the IKW and the printer.

But it so happened that with sufficient stock on hand at the IKW no new
printings were placed thus nullifying the latest directives . A month later,
new orders were issued to all concerned to revert back to the old system of
franking the mail by the PO, which led to the demise of the IKW overprints
by May 15 of 1919, at least as far as their postal application was concerned.
As for their philatelic use, life had barely begun . ..

Selection of typeface

The hand type chosen for the first (thin) overprint was from the most
commonly available and widely used text typeface family in Europe, the (
Roman) Antiqua, in 6 pt . size, a type still around today in some older shops.
Several slightly different cuts of that face were issued by various foundries,

although the minute design differences cannot readily be discerned by the
layman but could supply important clues to an expert in weeding out forgeries
made outside of the original printshop . More to that later.

With the benefit of hindsight it can be said today that two serious errors

in judgement were committed in the selection of this type : 1) The typeface
was too thin (light) to be clearly visible as an overprint in 6 pt size and
black over most darker colored stamp images . 2) No press form composed
of handset type is immune to (illegal) duplication by 3rd parties with either
monetary or purely philatelic gain motives in mind . An electrotype, or even
better, a zinc clichée, or best, a steel die would have saved the day in this
instance.

In any event, the light type proved to be impractical and was replaced by a

sanserif type by the foundry name of "Grotesk", point B size and in bold or
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semi-bold condensed . The first stamp overprinted with this bold type was the
7½ Cts . value, with a first delivery of September 3, 1918 . In other words,
the original quantity of 5000 copies of the 71 Cts . with thin overprint that
were delivered only some five weeks earlier had presumably all been used up.
This is the most important factor to remember when bringing it in to context

with the earlier stated quote from the Zumstein Spezialkatalog which says:
" . . .most Nr . 3s	 on the market bear forged overprints! . . ." . The importance
lays in the fact that by the date of Sept . 3 which marked the delivery of the
first 71 Cts with bold overprint a) the stock of the same stamp with thin
overprint was exhausted and b) no philatelist (or stamp dealer) had yet had
a chance to buy any of these overprinted stamps . Remember what the conditions
were as set by the Dept . of Finance for allowing the IKW to have its own
stamps: No horsing around, neither internally (for private correspondence) nor
externally (philatelic hounds)!

Printorders

According to the documents researched by Mr . Auberson, the printorders for the
various stamps in the two sets were as follows:

Thin overprint 3 5 71 10 15 20 25 30

1st delivery July 25, 18 2000 20000 5000 30000 50000 2000 3000 1000
2nd delivery Pug. 1, 18 5000 - - - - 5000 3000 5000

Totals for thin overprint 7000 20000 5000 30000 50000 7000 6000 6000

Thick overprint
A11 shipments combined 25000 10300 40850 5100 4000 17000 17000 17000

Both overprints combined 32000 30300 45850 35100 54000 24000 23000 23000

For the printing the original panes of 100 stamps were pulled apart into two
halves and with a press form of 25up (5 across by 5 around) the half-panes
were fed thru the press twice to effect the overprint.

The half-panes were the distributed among the various sections and sub-sec-
tions of the IKW located in Bern, as well as the half-dozen Central Control
offices in other cities, such as for raw materiels in Basel, dyestuff in
Basel, paper in Luzern, embroidery export in St . Gallen, yarn and textile ex-
port, and cotton production, both in Zurich . In addition, main postoffices
in Bern, Zurich, Basel, St . Gallen and the TPOs of Bern and Zurich carried a
minimal quantity for a limited official use.

First sale to the public

Although the overprinted stamps were not destined for sale outside the IKW
requests for them soon started mounting . Giving in to pressure from stamp
dealers and collectors the department was finally authorized to make these
stamps available to all interested parties . A minimum quantity of 50 stamps
per value and type of overprint was set, and a premium of 20% over face was
charged . Thus the first stamps went public* on September 13, 1918, but as

*I have my doubts about the democratic process that governed the sale of these
stamps . It would have taken Bill, Joe, and Liz from XYZ village a lot longer
to realize that there was a new stamp game in town and by the time they were
ready to react the doors were already shut tight . It sounds more like an
"insider" trading with the main beneficiaries having been dealers and some
collectors (if they were not sitting in the trenches) of a few large cities.
However, I can't prove it as I am missing a key document here, i .e . a cir-
cular issued by the Stamp Control Office of the PTT prescribing to all
interested parties how these stamps could be obtained . Maybe one day I'll
be able to unearth it and let you know whether Hansli von Gunten am

Stümpliberg would have been in a position to be in the know and act upon.
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reluctantly as the spigot was opened as abruptly was it shut closed toward
the end of October . The reasons for this action were never clear and no

amount of pulling or pushing helped, the bureaucratic mule coral held tight.

Actually, the IKW liked the deal and would have preferred the sale to go on.
The newly found revenues spelled some relief to their straining budget . In
the short time of about 6 weeks the stamps were available a total of 23,245 Fr.
worth were sold, of which 19,371 Fr . went into the coffers of the PTT and the
balance was kept by the IKW . Well-informed people could not understand
why such a ban went into effect and, above all, why the Dept . of Finance
would turn its back on a potential windfall profit of a quick 100,000 Fr . It
is my speculation that the decision had something to do with the rapidly
approaching end of that war, which would have signaled a demobilization of
substantial parts of the IKW . A slightly premature sales ban would have pre-
vented any misuse of these stamps . As it turned out, it prevented nothing, on

the contrary, it led to profiteering among those who had amassed any quanti
ties which, in turn, stimulated the forgers to join the action.

Second sale to the public

After demobilization and demonetization of May 15, 1919 all stamps with over-
prints left over in stock at the various branches were collected at a central
office and an inventory dressed . The tally produced the following amounts of
leftovers (both types of overprints combined):

3 Cts . 9964

	

15 Cts . 8244
5 Cts 4588

	

20 Cts . 4595
7 Cts . 5610

	

25 Cts . 4641
10 Cts. 5786

	

30 Cts . 2947

	

Total 49,047

These stocks of demonetized stamps went on sale on June 28, 1919 -- again
with a markup of 20% [Would any among you merchants love to sell your obsolete
goodies at a nifty $1 .20 to the Dollar!] . Well, the Swiss PTT sure did not
have a problem, as by July 8 the last stamp was gone.

If one would want to establish how many of these stamps ended up in mint
condition (let's not even talk about NH) per individual values the task would
be rather difficult as the quantities sold in the first sale period are
not broken down . A mathematical probability would be about 16,700 and judging
by today's catalog prices they must have been mostly of the bold type over-
print . Add that to the total of the remainder sale and we would get something
like 65-67,000 stamps or 8000 sets, not counting the fakes to which we will
come shortly . But this is pure speculation . Today's catalog prices, for ex-
ample, do not explain the ratio of a 10 :1 premium for the #121(15 Cts.
value that never was issued) . With the exception of maybe #9 (3 Cts.), none
of the figures for stamps sold during the two periods add to such a ratio . More
likely, the disparity points out to some stock accumulation (hoarding) that
has not been unlocked till today ; maybe a Swiss pharaoh took them with him in
his grave . . . At the same time it can be said that it looks like these sets'
potential hazards have scared away the majority of collectors of Swiss stamps.
The Swiss PTT today counts almost 200,000 collectors among their subscribers
to new issues . If only 10% of that number were interested in #12I and all
4000 were still in circulation (which I question) the price would be sub-
stantially higher than the current catalog estimate of 200 Fr . It also proves

the old theory that the true Swiss collector does not collect mint stamps.

Real or fake?

The ground was fertile for forgeries . As enumerated before, three main fac-
tors contributed to that condition :
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1 .The use of a commonly available type, rather than the use of an etched
plate or a die.

2 .Timing and information laps . The fact that by the time most collectors
were aware of these overprints and further were able to purchase the same,
the supply of key values from the early two deliveries with thin overprint
were exhausted. Gone forever, in mint condition . Preprinted stamp albums
and our eternal cravings for owning complete sets, by nature, became an open
invitation to all kinds of forgers, even with minimal skills, to fill the
gaps.

3 .The stubborn reluctancy of the Stamp Control Office under the 0berpost-
direktion (Directorate General of the Postes) to assume responsibility over
production, distribution, and accounting of these overprints . To them,
these were internal private deals among offices and they refused
to accord them official status . They acted the same way on several occasion
later and down-graded such overprints as the ones from the Societe des
Nations and its Labor Dept.

Mr . Hertsch uncovered as late as the early 40ies that this attitude within
that department was still the same . Upon a complaint and request of a
party claiming to have obtained IKW stamps he wanted to sell to Zumstein
directly from within the palais fédéral (but contested by Mr . Hertsch), the
Stamp Control Office maintained again that they were produced on a private
basis outside their control and that, therefore, they could and would not
proceed against eventual forgers.

Things started looking up only once this branch was reorganized into the
Dept . for Printing and Stamps in later years, pretty much the organizatio-
nal structure under which it's functioning today .

To be continued.

After this heavy reading
we need something

lighter to contemplate.

So, here it is:

August 1, 1984

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, MOTHER
HELVETIA!

You are getting on in age,
693 years . ..

To honor your birthday,
we made up a stamp

to salute your sons and
daughters that are as

Swiss as anything can be:
YOUR YODLERS.

Like the cheese, they
never made it on a
stamp design . Let's

drink to this one, prosit!
then let's hear some of

yourChühchutzelers
(not translatable).
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SWISS

AIRMAIL
SUB-SET

by Thomas B . Candelent

Switzerland has, as do other countries, the policy of issu-
ing postage stamps for the purpose of gathering revenues for
other than their government postal needs . Switzerland ' s semi-
postal " Pro Juventute " issues, for example, assesses a surtax
for the benefit of child welfare and other charitable work con-
nected with the young . These were first issued in 1913 and, with
the exception of 1914, have been issued every year since .1 "Pro
Patria" issues are further examples of semi-postals.

Within the Air Mail issues of Switzerland there exists a sub-
set not unlike the semi-postals previously mentioned, in as much
as a portion of the revenues collected by their sale is made
available to an organization or purpose outside the PTT . 1938
saw the first " Pro Aero" issue . Since that issue some eight or
so have been put out by the PTT, with the revenue from these
going to the Pro Aero Organization.

The Pro Aero Foundation was created by the Swiss to insure
the future of aviation in Switzerland by fostering and continu-
ing to encourage the involvement and interest of Swiss youth in
the aviation endeavour.

In a letter from the Pro Aero Foundation I paraphrase -

. ."Our purpose is to collect and earn money to regularly pay
subsidies to the Aero-Club of Switzerland . By this financial as-
sistance, youngsters are able to take instructional courses.
Included are flight instruction in the areas of gliding, engine
driven plane-flying, model construction and parachuting . ..

. . .Instead of paying money directly to the young people, the
aero-Club of Switzerland organizes these courses and is thereby
in a position to control the cost of these activities . ..

. . .Sometimes Pro-Aero is allowed to make Special Flights (once
every 8 to 10 years, i .e . not regularly) and to earn thereby
money from the special stamps issued by the Swiss PTT . ..

. ..Our organization was founded in 1935 and from that time on
has been acting as a private subsidy-giving organization . . . 2

The Pro-Aero Organization is under the control of the Civil avia-
tion Office of Switzerland, as well as of the département Fédé-
ral de l ' Intérieur from a legal and financial point of view- 3

On May 19, 1938 a contribution of 15,000sFr . as working
capital was made to the Pro Aero Foundation, and additional contri-
butory funding began soon enough with the postal administration
issuing its first Pro Aero issue three days later .4

Overprinted in black, the year date and revaluation to 75c as
well as the words " PRO AERO " were surcharged on the 1923 black
and red 50c issue . An unusual policy existed at the issuance of
this stamp, in that it was available only affixed to airmail
letters, done by postal employees . It was not regularly obtain-
able in unused condition off cover, and all were cancelled with
the " 22 .V .38 " postmark . In addition a special tri-lingual Pro
Aero 1938 hand-stamped cachet was applied to these spécial
flight envelopes (see Fig .1) .
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The first issue
was used on special
flights made between
various Swiss cities*
and was designed to
commemorate the 25th
anniversary of the
first trans-Alpine
flight of Oskar Bider.

Known as the " Father
of Swiss Aviation " ,

Bider is nationally
recognized for his
flight of 4 hours 45
minutes and some 200
miles over the 11,000
foot Jungfrau massif.
Thus began the Pro-
Aero sub-set of the
Air Mail issues of
Switzerland.

The second issue
of May 12, 1941 is
again an overprint -
that of the 1 Fr . is-
sue in the 1941 air_
mail series, with the

overprint " PRO AERO "
and the date " 28 .V.

1941 " in carmine . This

stamp was issued to
commemorate special
flights between Pay-

erne and Buochs . A
special hand-stamped
cachet in French,
German or Italian can

be found on these flight envelopes . (see Fig .2).

" Some two years later, the 20+10c Pro Patria of June 15, de-
picting the Parliament Buildings and the Bellevue-Palace Hotel in
Bern, was adapted as a 1 Fr . value and given an overprint, ' 13.
VII .1943-PRO AERO ' . This one was put on sale July 1 and remained
on sale until the 13th, for use on covers carried on yet another
special flight commemorating the 30th anniversary of Oskar Bider '
s first Alpine flight of 1913 " .5 Special circular single language
hand-stamped cachets were applied to these flight envelopes.
(See Fig .3).

The May 1, 1946 Pro Aero issue depicts a Zoeling Training
Glider and this postage was valid for use only on all special flights
between Locarno - Luzern, Locarno - Lausanne, and Lausanne - Lu-
zern and back, on May 22 and 23, 1946 . Special cachets depict-

ing an airplane with the date " 1946 " and " PRO AERO " were ap-
plied to envelopes for these flights . (See Fig .4).

* Ed . note: These special flight were executed by thirteen planes of the
Aero Club between the cities of Geneva-Lausanne-Sion-Bern-Biel-La Chaux-de-Fonds

-Le Locle-Basel-Luzern-Zurich-St .Gallen-Chur, and Bellinzona . Due to poor
weather conditions all flights were postponed on short notice from May 22
to May 31, 1938, thus accounting for the latter date on the arrival post-

marks you ' ll find on all of those covers from these flights.
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The first Pro Aero stamp was valid only on special flights bet-

ween La Chaux-de-Fonds - Lugano, La Chaux-de-Fonds - St . Gallen,

St . Gallen - Lugano and back of April 27-29, 1949 and depicted a

glider in symbolic aerodynamic buoyancy . This issue went on sale

April 11 . Unlike the other Pro Aero covers I ' ve examined, these

show no special hand-
stamped cachet, but
many covers carry an
imprinted 2-color ca-
chet and a deep-yellow
label . (See Fig .5).

There was then a
wait of some 14 years
before the next Pro
Aero issue of June 1,
1963, depicting a
glider and jets . It was
issued to commemorate
the 50th anniversary
of the first Alpine
flight by (and this is
no surprise, I ' m sure)
Oskar Bider . Valid for
postage on flights
from Bern to Locarno
and Langenbruck to Lo-
carno (via Bern) on
July 13, 1963 only, of
which the first leg,
i .e . Langenbruck-Bern,
was carried out by he-
licopter, and some mail
of the 2nd leg, Bern-

Locarno - because of
the high volume - made

a detour via Zurich and
Milano before getting

to Locarno.

1972 finds the Pro
Aero issue which
lists as the first
semi postal, issued
on February 17, de-
picting a Boeing 747.
This commemorated the
50th anniversary of
the 1st Internation-
al flight, Zurich to
Nuremberg and the
25th anniversary of
the 1st Swissair
trans-atlantic flight
Zurich to New York.
It was valid on all
mail, but mandatory
on special flights
from Geneva to New
York in May and from
Geneva to Nuremberg
in June, 1972 . Sur-
tax proceeds from
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this 1972 issue were for the Pro Aero Foundation as well as for

the Swiss Air Rescue Service . I have observed assorted special
stamped cachets on flight envelopes.

March 26, 1981 marked 50 years since the airlines BALAIR
(Basel) and AD ASTRA (Zurich) joined forces under the name of
Swiss Air Transport Co . Ltd ., SWISSAIR . To mark the occasion,
a jubilee flight carrying mail was arranged from Basel to
Zurich on that day . The special cover designed for the flight
shows a Fokker F7B plane . In addition, four Pro Aero special
flights were organized to a southern (Buenos Aires), northern
(Helsinki), western (Chicago) and eastern (Djakarta) destina-
tion on April 30, 1981, 50 years after the new company started
operating . The Buenos Aires flight left from Geneva, the others
from Zurich . The cancellations designed for the commemorative
covers show respectively the tailplane of a DC-6B, a
Metropolitan CV-440, a DC-8 and a DC-10-30. Five different flight enve-
lopes and two dates, one on March 26, and four on April 30,
comprise the available flight envelopes.

Although only a small number of issues made up the Pro Aero
sub-set to Switzerland ' s Airmail issues, it can be quite chal-
lenging to complete and interesting to research these unique
items . I find the Swiss have given philatelists yet another
specialty for study and appreciation.
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ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOG 0F SWITZERLAND, 1984 EDITION

The 7th edition is finally available . It contains over 200 pages and is comp-
letely revised and updated, discovery- and pricing-wise . Newly discussed and
listed are international reply coupons, and many more essays are listed than

before . -- For AHPS members a special price of $11 .00, postpaid, will be
available if ordered before August 15, 1984 . Send check and exact address
information to Felix Ganz, POB A-3843, Chicago IL 60690 . This price applies

to the paperback edition . If you want a case-bound hard-cover copy (issued
in limited quantity and possibly sold out before this announcement appears)

add $3.50 and state "bound copy ." Delivery by August 25 . INCLUDE YOUR AHPS
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER, PLEASE!
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STEHENDE HELVETIA

AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I --INSTALLMENT 12

The following installment has been translated by Mrs . McDanniel (see also

p. 309, Nov . 83 issue of TELL).

p.58

7 . PLATE FLAWS

7 .1 . The hazy area between variety and plate flaw

The difference between an accident in printing (variety) and a plate flaw is
not always easily definable . The distinction between these two terms is often
rather fluid and hazy.

At first glance the definition seems quite simple : starting from the
premise that as soon as a mistake appears repeatedly (on at least two or more

stamps in the same spot), it constitutes a plate flaw, otherwise it is an
accident of printing, therefore a variety . Such a simplification might be

satisfactory, but unfortunately the definition is not as simple as this, as
examples will show.

One example of an accidental variety : on the value 98A, area 17/DP IIa
(1907) there is a color spot on the tiara, called up to now in the "Spezial-
katalog" the "headgear" . This spot appears in various shapes and sizes and has
thus far been listed as a plate flaw . In reality, however, this was caused by
a foreign object which was lodged on the plate for some time . Therefore, it is
technically a variety as a result of a printing mishap.

A33 (illustration)

	

(illustration) A33

The 25 Cts . value is especially suited for the study of plate flaws of various
sizes . Here are some examples:

On the lower part of "Helvetia's" dress there is a color spot, called a

foot stain, in area 41 of plate Is which was being used for the values 67B,
67Ag, 67C, 67D, and 73D . Three varieties of the "foot stain" are shown below.

They are different in size even though all three stamps 67D stem from the
identical field of the same printing plate.

(illustration)

	

(illustration)

	

(illustration)

There is also a large color spot in the values 67B, 67Ag, 67D, and 73D on
several printing plates in area 140, top right . This is called "flag-like"
(perhaps because of its looks on certain of the 73D) . The origin of this
plate flaw is to be found on a 400-field intermediate plate (the last step
before making the actual press plate) . This color spot has caused many more
varieties than even the above-mentioned "Foot stain" . Not only do form and
size of this spot change, but it can be found in mutated forms on the same
press plate.

Shown below are five examples, all from the same field of the same press
plate Is, but with large differences in size cf the spot.
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(illustration, full stamp)

	

(illustration, 4 sections of stamps)

From another less known plate (Ir), from which the value 73D, among others,
was printed, there are six examples with differing spots . One could easily
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suppose that these spots in field 140 could not possibly be of the same
origin. Yet, the actual cause for it is a recess in the printing plate's surface

as a result of a manufacturing defect . Depending on how thoroughly the plate
was wiped clean an amount of varying degree of ink remained in this shallow
cavity and, again, depending on the actual pressure applied, would form a spot

of varying size and spread.

(illustration, full stamp)

	

(illustration, 4 sections of stamps)

To add to the observation on the borders between varieties and plate flaws
there are two pictures below of the value 73D with ink spots in the left mar-

gin and in the upper left corner which will again demonstrate that the dif-
ferentiation between "accidental printing" - "varieties" and "imperfections
during the manufacture of the plate" - "Plate flaws" is not always easy to
make .

(illustration)

	

(illustration)

p.60 7 .2 . Plate wear

Until now, plate wear has been treated as a separate chapter in catalogs.
Basically speaking, though, plate wear is actually a sort of plate flaw . A

manifestation of wear on a plate is a weak spot which will accentuate itself
as printing progresses and will show up on the stamps as areas with less and
less ink.

Many printing plates have as yet not been properly researched . It is
therefore quite difficult at times to determine whether a certain wear was
already present during the first use of the press plate, or if it only
appeared during later printings.

A typical case in point is that of press plate IIa of the 1 Fr . value.

The condition of that plate is well known from the printing period of the
values 91A and 99A (1905-1907) . The earlier period of this plate's use, how-
ever, has been less well researched, i .e. its condition during the printing
of 71Df (1901) . For example, field 259 of 75Da has already been found re-
touched in 1902 . However, on the proof sheets which were made before the plate
was used for the value 71Df, this field already shows some form of wear,
which by itself is quite amazing . That would mean that there are also plate
manufacturing defects which can lead to wear on plates . This observation
applies to many other imperfections as well . In the same line is the example
of printing plate IIa of the 20 Cts . value which was used for the printing

of 66E, and the press form with the 400 fields used for printing the 76F value
of 88B and 89A.

The 40 Cts . values of type II shows many examples of deformation of the
upper part of the shield making it appear wider . One might call this pecu-
liarity a plate flaw as well as a plate wear . Both terms certainly fit.

For these reasons, as well as many others, not the least of which is the
desire to keep the number of subdivisions to a minimum, the wear on plates
and the inkless plate flaws are presented in one chapter.

7 .3 . Double entry of the transfer roll

A double entry was possible during the production of the printing plates
in using the transfer roll process . This variety is characterized by faint
traces of a second impression from the transfer die . It is, however, very
difficult to make these fine traces which appear in the form of very fine

lines easily visible . For this reason the appropriate lines in the following
picture were reinforced with china ink in order to enhance the illustration.

(illustration)
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7 .4	 The plate flaws

The main characteristic of a plate flaw is its fixed link to a given stamp
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field . That is to say, a plate flaw will always appear in the same field on
a plate . If the plate flaw appeared in the early stages of the galvanic re-
production process it will appear several times on the press plate . If the
process consisted of the steps 1 :10 :100, which resulted in a 400up press
form then a flaw occurring in the 10up step would appear 40 times in the final
press plates . Likewise, if the reproduction process was done in the steps
1 :5 :25 :100 :200 and a flaw existed at level 25, then it would be found eight
times on a final plate of 200 stamp fields.

(illustration)

	

(illustration)
plate break

	

inkless plate flaw

Plate flaw tables

As a rule, the plate flaws are presented in one or more tables for all the
values belonging to each original plate, and for each value group . In these

tables they are divided into four main categories:

1. Ink dots and ink stains with the numbers Pl to P20 (+ index for the origi-
nal plate).

2. Ink lines and cracks with the numbers P21 to P40 (+ index for the original
plate).

3. Plate wear and blank plate flaws with the numbers P41 to P60 ( + index of
the original plate).

Of course, it is rather difficult to categorize borderline cases . For exam-
ple, the differentiation between an ink dot and an ink stain cannot always be
made exactly, therefore, no attempt at a classification has been made here.

Basically, each value from 20 Cts . to 3 Fr . is treated in its own indi-
vidual chapter, and each chapter is divided according to original plates.
For the type II of the 25 Cts . and the 40 Cts . values there are also separate
chapters.

p .62

1) Designation of denomination and original plate
2) Catalog number (Zumstein)
3) Color nuances
4) Year of issue

5) Printing press

6) Designation of printing plate (if known)

7) Field number, if known
8) Description in catalog
9) Classification number

(illustration)

A few hints and explanations concerning the plate flaw tables:

1st column : Here, the plate flaw(s) is given a classification number . Small
ones are usually listed under one and the same number, more significant ones
are given individual numbers .
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2nd column : This column gives a description of the flaw as good as feasible.
Usually, an illustration will accompany this description in the following
illustrative section.

Columns of plate flaws : Each value has its own column
the following :

within the table . The

symbols used in these columns signify

x : The value in the column heading carries the flaw described in the text.

x? : The plate flaw probably exists in this value, but has not been

found thus far.

[ ]+Nr . : Known field positions.

( ) : Field of one of the 100up sheets .

Last column : This lists, if known, the field number(s) of the plate flaw re-

gistered under this classification number . [If that is not too clear, maybe
the translation of the French text makes more sense : The column lists, where-
ever possible, the position of the flaw on the press plate or the original

plate .--Translator] .
To be continued.

And now, from the collection of RBS, a few illustrations of plate wears
and plate flaws, with the current Zumstein catalog numbers in the first line,
the new handbook number on the second.
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POSTMARKS
Cancel die making
for the Swiss PTT
must be profita-
ble! Here's the
latest in PMs.
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PREFACE
TO THE RESUMPTION OF THE
POSTMARK ARTICLES

Hello there, all you cancellation
friends and fiends . There has been
a long silence in regard to com-
pleting the task, begun in the
Helvetia Herald of July/August 1970
(vol . I, No . 3), of investigating
all Swiss 20th century postal
markings ; but now what looks like
the second to last chapter is here-
with presented, to be followed by
a fairly extensive chronicle on
town cds, from about 1900 to 1967
(twelve years in the making), and
a probable epilogue of "thises"
and "thats".

Since this study began --and in
part because of it (which always
pleases an author) -- any number
of cancellation studies on Switzer-
land have been published, some in
much more exhaustive detail and
exceeding by many times the scope
and desire of this series of in-
vestigations . And as always, it is
hoped that this final group of
instalments may spur readers to
digging into their collections and
to report any items or types not
listed.

Finally, some of you may note that
the top heading purposely avoids
the "and Liechtenstein" found in
earlier instalments. Reason: the
entire postmark history of that
good Swiss neighbor has now been
recorded down to the last details
in the superbly edited, much illus-
trated, and periodically updated
LiechtensteinHandbuch (now four
volumes ; Ring der Liechtenstein-
sammler e .V ., Reutlingen [W.
Germany], 1970-1984) so that any
treatment here seems totally re-
petitious and superfluous.

Felix Ganz
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TELL'S INDEX IN THE MAKING

By Karl E . Henson

The forthcoming Cumulative Index to Tell and its forerunners, 1938-1983, is
a retrospective listing of the articles and other notes that were presented
in these journals . The index is in five main parts : Thesaurus, Subject, Sup-

plemental Subject, Author, and Title . A microcomputer was used in the
preparation.

The purpose is to provide an index to the articles covered in the journals a

well as a listing of notes of interest from both a collector's and a phila-
telic historian's point of view . In the past there have been a few year-
indexes, but never a cumulative of all journals combined.

The need for a cumulative index has been on the minds of many for some time.
Richard T . Hall, the Society's librarian, and others began the preliminary
process of indexing Tell and the forerunners . They had compiled a very large
stack of index cards that needed to be presented as an index.

During the spring of 1983, with background in library automation, I volun-
teered to help with the index project . At that time I was indirectly con-
nected to the AHPS . My main intention was twofold ; first, I was interested
in philately and indexing, and second, I was thinking of doing some freelance
indexing and needed a sample of my work . I therefore took the task very se-
riously . Richard Hall turned over the index cards to me with his best wishes.

There are many ways that an index can be structured . I recommended a struc-
ture that I preferred to the AHPS officers overseeing the index project ; a
full text citation structure format . Other structures may be space savers
and less work for the indexer, but those tend to be cumbersome to use . The
concept used in compiling this index was to expedite the user's access to
material . In the subject index, materials with different possible headings
are listed under those headings rather than a document number that refers
the user to a document listing . In the subject index, for example, a quick
glance gives all the material available on one given subject and suggests
other headings that may be related.

The use of a microcomputer helped greatly in organizing the index and saved
time and work. The first task was to build on the subject heading list that
Richard Hall had already put together. A list of appropriate headings, re-
lated headings, and those not used was compiled . This subject heading list
later developed into the thesaurus . The thesaurus is the framework of the
subject index. With the top-down approach, subjects were assigned as they
appeared . There was no point in assigning subject headings when there
weren't materials to assign . With the specialized literature such as foundin
Tell, general headings are not always appropriate . The index was designed to
be expandable and to change with the trends in Tell . Retrospectively, trends
in the topics and articles of the forerunners and in Tell show up . This can
be seen in the subject index, under one given subject, where the majority
of the articles are from one time period, and thereafter slump off . Dale
Eggen reviewed the index as it developed and his advice was invaluable.

The compilation of the subject index was a challenge . My knowledge of Swiss
philately broadened . I learned a great amount about Swiss history and Swiss
philately while working on this project . In fact, though I possess only a feu
Swiss stamps, the PAX series and some Officials, I decided to join the AHPS.
Familiarity broadens interest!

In the future the index can easily be updated since it is already on the
computer and the subject headings can be broken up to make more specific
headings when more articles are published . It is the hope that this index
will promote more research in the Swiss philatelic field because material
previously written is more accessible .
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

The new publicity label from the FL Philatelic Service is turning up every-
where . I received a small supply from the postoffice, simply by writing to
them and requesting a sample . A note to them in your next Standing
Order payment ought to do the trick... Rudy Schaelchli has graciously provided ad-
ditional information regarding the August exhibition in Vaduz, commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the Liechtenstein Philatelisten Verein . It will be a
300-frame non-competitive show . Only FL material will be displayed and that
by LPV members solely . The exhibit will be held in the Vaduzersaal . The spe-
cial jubilee LPV meeting will be led by Mr. Paul Kindle at 7 pm in the
Triesenersaal on the night of August 11 . There will be at least one special
cancel available from August 8-12 . Requests for the cancel(s) on SASE should
be directed to the Vaduz postoffice . Be sure you put adequate postage on the
items you want returned . . . Several readers informed me that they belong to the
Ring der Liechtenstein Sammler, a German specialist group covering our area
of interest . I would appreciate receiving comments from those of you who be-
long to foreign specialist groups concerning the values and merits of your
membership . I'll pass your judgements along to the general readership . ..
also any news bits or reviews would be most welcome . . . Dan Gabathuler has
written to me that he would like to regenerate the USA-Liechtenstein collec-
tor's group . Dan's address can be found in the FL Philatelic Service ad in
Tell . I wish him great success in this endeavor and I will be glad to provide
a forum during the initial start-up . . . Fellow collector Max Rheinberger has
an interesting speciality collection. As you might imagine from the name,
his family has long roots in the Principality . In fact, many ancestors were
closely associated with the postoffice in Vaduz . Max has already collected
a number of stamped revenue documents and postal receipts bearing the sig-
natures of his forefathers . What a blend of ancestral research and postal
history! He's still on the track of early correspondence from Vaduz to his
immediate family who pioneered to America in the last century . What a
treasure trove that could be. Good luck! . . . Before proceeding to discuss
the stamp market I should make mention of a howler brought to my attention
by our esteemed editor . He provided a copy of a recent ad in Linn's with

stamp bargains from the country of "Leichenstein" . This roughly translates
as something like "Tombstone" ; let's watch that spelling guys! . . . While the

above may represent the stamp market generally, most reports across my desk
show that the market for quality Liechtenstein material is still very strong.
The main point to be made is that quality is everything . The price diffe-
rential between First Class and Second Grade material is like the distance
between the top of the Jungfrau and the bottom of the LaBrea tar pits . Along
these lines is a report that the LBK catalog will be
reissued this year, containing many upward price re-
visions according to some unconfirmed reports . We
shall see . . . I am hoping the editor will be able to
include a small cartoon to brighten your day . Who

said "bigger is better"? . . . Please write with any
news or comments you may have regarding the Liechten-
stein collecting scene . I'm always glad to hear from
you .

Good collecting!

Hal's address is : POB 15027, Honolulu Hawaii 96815.
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Lots of problems could be observed during the past
few months in the supply pipeline . There is just too
much garbage being offered across this country in
the areas of Switzerland and Liechtenstein stamps
that we can close the eyes to it in the hope that it

will go away . I will use names, and where possible,

pictures here, so that you will keep your eyes open
and don't get taken, because I have little illusion

that when material is being rejected by someone it
is being tried on for size on someone else when

nobody watches. The trail leads thru major national advertisers, it seems
that no one is above temptation and the material is being offered as genuine.
At least, the stuff is guaranteed most of the time and one can return it for
a refund, but the hassle, postage cost, and in most cases the disappointment
is rather bothersome and often very frustrating.

Item #1 : From the honorable house of Dr . Mueller came the following two NH
Liechtenstein sets : 1-3 & la-3a . Halfway decent looking sets, only three se-
rious deficiencies:

#2 with short perfs at
the bottom . #3 has two

perfs expertly patched
in (but clearly visible
with sidelight) on the
RH margin . Take now a
good look at #3a . You
will see that it shrunk

a bit in height . As a
matter of fact, it has
been reperfed at the
bottom . Not very diffi-

cult to detect, because
most Swiss and Liechten-
stein stamps are perfo-
rated either by comb or
by harrow perforators.

Both leave four identical corners . Other than the one whole tooth that's
absent from the vertical row the lower RH corner is a dead giveaway.

Item #2 : From the honorable house of Stamp Center (formerly Dutch Country)
came the two items shown below (enlarged from their catalog by 75%t) . A
quick comparison with any of the well-printed Swiss catalogs will tell you
that you are viewing here two forgeries . It took me about 5 seconds for one
and 30 seconds for the other to determine that . If that's so easy, why in
the hell couldn't our professional auction houses weed out such junk before
offering them as genuine and making asses of themselves?

Item #3 : From the honorable house of
Gerrystone Stamp Center came twelve
lovely surprises : A Lunaba 51 sheet
broken down in its twelve printing
stages and offered one stage at the
time, i .e . in twelve lots, with the
proviso that if you bid high enough
in a 13th lot so that it would sur-
pass the sum of the other twelve bids
you could call yourselves the proud
new owner of this unique set . The
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whole, by the way, was estimated to fetch $4000 . This is
in the same line as the one reported on in TELL #8 of
last year but on a grander scale . I don't know who the
smarty-pants is who is trying to unload such limited-
market material in this fashion, but he is persistent.
I maintain, there is no secondary market for these indi-
vidual printing stages, mainly because they did not come
into life as printing accidents that slipped thru the
final inspection, but were rather part of a presentation

package handed out by PTT officials to very goood friends of the PTT for past
services rendered. Even the market for the whole package is very thin . The
last one I saw going by was back in November 83 in Zurich and it sold for
around $1650 + commission. Following my written objection to that kind of
trading, the auctioneer promised to withdraw the individual stages and only
offer the package as a whole . Judging by the "Prices realized" the whole
was either withdrawn as well or did not get a bid . So much for the $4000 est.

Item 4 : From the honorable house of Bond Enterprises comes the following
beauty . It's truly a gas! A fake from A to Z and in the process a beautiful

(may be) Naba 34 s/s got destroyed . You can imagine that the Postal Museum
in Bern applied their cancel dated I .VIII .42 to an item sold in 1934 . . . The
two fake fieldpost cancel round-up the picture . Minimum bid $300 . Ha, ha, ha!
If I said "maybe" before, (I have not seen the material, I only got a xerox
supplied) it is conceivable that not even the s/s is original, it could be
a cutout from a catalog or the original PTT pamphlet.

Item #5 : From the honorable house of Metro Stamp came a fake used triptych
from the Pro Patria 36 s/s.

Item #6: Not a Swiss item, nevertheless very educational and part of the
malaise of our times . From the honorable house of Peter Kenedi Inc . comes a
Berlin set with red overprint, Sc 9N 21-34, described as NH and signed by
Mr . Schlegel (who is the uncontested authority in matters of Berlin over-
prints and others) . The successful bidder sends the set to Mr . Schlegel's

office for a double-check, and the answer is : . . .The expert mark is over 5
years old . . . three stamps, including the 2 Mk value, are regummed . . . and the
balance of the set has had the hinges removed after the application of our
expert mark! . . . . - Main lessons to be learned here : the fact that something
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says "signed" does not mean any longer that you can buy it on full faith ; the

above-mentioned 2Mk regummed, for example, was signed by Schlegel (but
clearly in a higher position) and he explained that 5 years ago they(the

German experts) were still signing then regummed stamps ; no longer today.
Also, anyone of you who thinks they can spot regumming, I have bad news for

you ; whichever faker did the above three stamps is miles ahead of you . ..

That was a good exercise, the whole verification, postage and fee, came to
$8 .90, a very inexpensive way to buy yourself peace of mind.

The reason I mentioned names for once is because you see these firms adver-
tise all the time their services and they are part of the professionals we

collector depend on for our supplies . They are also members of this and that

association . I would like to believe that some of the cases described above
can be categorized as "honest mistakes" . Unfortunately, I see too many of

them and tend to believe that what we have here is more a triumph of greed
over integrity . Whatever it is, keep your eyes open, and don't forget to
stand up and fight back . Your editor does, and he is always amazed how some

of these folks try to turn the table around and want to tell you how much

they appreciate being in-
sulted . . . that

from people who don't even know anymore
the word "apology" in their business lan-

guage . . . In case you ever have any doubts
as to where you stand, just remember whose

money you are spending!

	

HRatz

SWISS MACHINE CANCELS NEED LOVE TOO!

Having grown up in Switzerland during WW II with lots of potato soup and,
wearing my sister's old shoes I hate to see things going to waste! Recently,
a member sent in some cutouts of slogan machine cancels without stamps or
crowns . Shame on you! Even if you are not interested in this field you could
at least save them for your fellow collectors who do like them . Put them in
sales circuit books, make a neat bundle and put them up for grab at our
auctions . There is not much money in it, but for sure you'll make someone
happy ; and who knows, maybe you get hooked in the process yourself . ..

However, before you reach
for those scissors let's make
sure that you don't destroy
these lovelies: Never, never
separate the crown from the
slogan or town cancel . Always
cut a minimum size -- unless
you are saving the whole cover
or card . The specialists keep
a minimum cutout size of
9 x 4 cm (3 9/16 x 1 9/16").
see sample on right . The
easiest way to do the cutting
in an efficient manner is to
make a one-time template of

the above size out of transparent plastic or acrylic . Now you can move it
around over the cancels till you are satisfied with the position, ma gins,
etc . Clamp the template tight with your fingers to the envelope andallow
the contours of your template with the scissors.

How to display them? Up to you, of course, and how much you are willing
to invest in albums . Personally, I prefer those sticky-back "magnetic." base
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Japanese or Taiwanese ringbinder-type photoalbums, but be beware, only the
very, test are good enough over the long haul . This way I can lift and shift
individual pieces, covers, pages in a jiffy . A little pressure on the co-
interleave and everything is held in place again (take a look below
for a sample layout [not in catalog order] on such a page).

urge you to look thru your Swiss mail, or at least the one where you
have not washed off the stamps, or during the visit to your next stamp show,
cc thru the dealer boxes and you'll be amazed at the diversity of these
cancels and their crowns . The Swiss society for cancel collectors in their

most recently issued handbook has identified till 1982 some 22,000 possible
combinations . That's a big pond for fun!

	

HRatz
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THE HISTORY OF METER MACHINE CANCELS

Compiled by Heiner Dürst

Translated by Henry Ratz

Installment 3

New Zealand 1922

If we mention here New Zealand once more it is for the simple reason that
for the first time in the history of the franco canceller a special cancel
for a specific event was cut for the machine . The design is identical to the
one of its predecessor of 1916 shown previously with the added inscription:
"Industrial Exhibition" and "CH CH " (Abbr . for the town name "Christchurch" .
Value level was 1 d, and the imprint was in red.

India 1922

India too undertook some early tests with the Moss meter from New Zealand.
The cancel design was similar to the one in use there in 1916 . These machines
were in use for a very short period only . In 1923 India introduced the
british-made "Universal NZ" which printed the value in red and the octagonal
town cancel in black . Reproduction of these - without exception - poorly
printed meter cancels with the rather intricate design is nearly impossible.

German Reich 1923

Although German inventions of franco cancellers all the way back to 1895
have been described in the trade press, inventions including such patents

as Mr . Baumann ' s of 1900, the "Komusina" device by Mr . Komusin in 1920,

no official or postally used examples exist or are known.

Official introduction of mailer meter cancellers (as opposed to the ones

installed at POs) came on February 27, 1923 . The Reichspost administration had

contracted with four different firms for their design and construction and
handed out on this date four different models to various private firms and
govt . departments for field testing . Samples from either one are rather

rare . The devices, collectively referred to as forerunners, are known as
(Freistempler) meters A, B, C, and D.

Meter A : Built by the watchmaker firm of L . Furtwängler of Furtwangen . The
upper part of the cancel depicts the value portion . The lower part contains
the competent postoffice, the name of the mailer plus some fancy design work
that later coined this cancel as the " pianokey cancel " . The meter ' s sum
counter is located between these " pianokeys" (extreme right) . The imprint
was made by a cloth ribbon in red and sometimes (rarely) in violet, was
most of the time of very poor and often of illegible quality . Values of IO
up to 8000 Mark are known, also some handwritten ones (Inflation!) . The

machine number is in the lower left corner, apparently 32 meters of this type
were in operation between Feb . 27 and September 1923 .
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Meter B : Produced by the Bafra-Works of Berlin . Only one machine with the
designation B1 is known . The value frame is rectangular, the value of three
digits preceded by the M (of Mark) . It was the first machine to be able to
handle values along the design principle of cash registers, in this case with
a capacity of from 000 to 999 Mark. For the first time also, we see here a ma-
chine that counts the number of pieces mailed (rather than the sum of the

frankings) . The purpose for this was to control any unauthorized use of the

meter after office hours. Test period April-May 1923 . In June-July of the

same year we find the same machine in use at another location (Schering) with
an octagonal valueframe.

Meter C : Constructed by the Anker-Works in Bielefeld . Three types with the

designations C1-C3 were used . Valueframe and value of franking was identical

to the one used in meter B1, however with slightly larger numerals . Here too,
a counting device for the number of mailings exist . Time in use : February
thru August of 1923.

Meter D : This is a prototype of the previously mentioned "Komusina" device,

Two types were in use, i .e . D .1 and D .2, with octagonal value frame and 4-
digit value, therefore a capacity from 0000 to 9999 Mark . Time of use : Decem-

ber 1923 thru April 1924 . This machine has no counting mechanism for number
of pieces mailed, but had (on the left hand side) a franking sum counter of
6 digits. This is the only meter that was put to use after the inflation
period, the values are therefore to be considered as Pfennigs.

Meter A was found to be of little value as each separate value had to have
its own clichee . Following some prodding by Reichspost brass, Anker and Bafra
got together in the fall of 1923 and founded jointly the "Francotyp-Gesell-
schaft GmbH . " for the distribution of their machine and later also for the
production of a joint new model . Komusina we find only in 1927 again with
some more test machines and finally in 1929 with a definitive model.
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Canada 1923

This state authorized the use of meters with a license of September 29, 1923
to Pitney-Bowes . These first machines were capable of handling only one
value with the result that most companies owned several meters with different
value imprints . Most cancels show two numbers, one the "license " number
demonstrating the postal authorization and the "meter " number, pointing
to the serial number of the manufacturer . These meters were also equipped
with a cds, thus eliminating any further need for c ancellat ion by the PO
(with the exception of registered mail) . The date had to be assembled
and inserted by hand which explains why one finds several varieties.

Switzerland 1923

At last - you might think - have we reached Switzerland . Even it Switzerland
does not count among the pioneers in matters
nevertheless, one of the first countries to introduce such devices alter
the UPU authorized such use for international mail . And it did it with a
cancel design that is still valid today and in use (although seldom) . The
PTT pushed the development of the necessary equipment by contracting with
the two firms of Franco AG, in Luzern and Hasler AG, in Bern . The intro-
duction took place in December of 1923 . The cancel shows a horizontal oval
with a large value numeral(s), the country indication "HELVETIA " as well as
"PP " and a machine number . The meters from Franco AG were able to print five
and the meters from Hasler eight different values . Cds were first not
available , necessitating a further canceling by the competent PO . These
two types were followed - still in the 20s - by those from "Universal " ,
"Francopost " , and "Safag" with the same design . We will follow up with more
details in a later installment . Herewith some of the rarest values imprinted
on these meters .

To be continued.
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